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Christlike: "here and now" hip-hop urban gospel group with the soul that reaches to the heavens. hip hop

urban gospel group 17 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, HIP HOP/RAP: Spiritual Rap

Details: ChristLike is a five member group that formed in January, 1994 by John Murray and Damon

Harris. Months later, Tim Johnson joined and is co-producer with Murray for the group. Their

contemporary musical style is a smooth mix of traditional and urban gospel, as well as, pop, reggae and

jazz. They believe that the world needs an alternative introduction to Jesus Christ. Their sole purpose is,

"To reach the lost with the message of Jesus Christ, by any means necessary. Robert "Rob Praise"

Holiday, in-house rapper, has been using his talents for Gods glory. His contribution to the group is a

flowing of, urban hip-hop edge. Rob Praise is a member of Job Baptist Church in Philadelphia. Robin

Yancey-Henderson, vocalist and writer, is the melodious songbird of the group. She has been known to

amaze audiences abroad, whenever she takes to the microphone unveiling her angelic, anointed vocal

tones. She is married the groups musical director, Patrick Henderson. Robin is a member of Outreach for

Christ Ministries. John Murray, first lead vocalist, producer, arranger, musician, and writer is minister of

music of Outreach for Christ Ministries. He had played guitar for the likes of Tramaine Hawkins, and

served as musical director, vocalist and writer for Minister Bruce Parham. His recording credits include

projects with John P. Kee, Richard "Mr. Clean" White, Freddie Washington and Garbiel Hardeman

Delegation. John is the great nephew of Blues legend, Bessie Smith. Tim Johnson, vocalist, producer,

arranger, programmer, engineer, and writer has many production and writer credits to his name.

Johnson's recording studio has been the place where the group records and sometimes fellowssships. In

January of 1999 Johnson and Murray ventured into the corporate sector of the music industry with the

emergence of their new label, "SOUL QUEST MUSIC GROUP". Along with Murray he served as musical
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supervisor for independent film entitled "SUCKER", which addresses the drug epidemic. Tim is a member

of the Mt. Airy C.O.G.I.C. Damon Harris serves as second lead vocals, writer, arranger for the group. He

has written some of the groups most loved tunes, such as, "True Commitment" and "Power to Stand". He

adds a soulful yet powerful edge to the ministry with the rich tenors tone that are impassioned and soul

stirring. Damon is proud to be the nephew of Jimmy Harris, of the R&B group, "The Intrigues." He is also

a member of Outreach of Christ Ministries of Philadelphia.
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